
Grove House Primary School
Year 5 Long Term Planning 2021-22

Festivals to be
celebrated

throughout the
year

Autumn 1 Autumn 2
Halloween -

31/10/21
Bonfire Night -

5/11/21
Diwali - 14/11/21

Christmas -
25/12/21

Spring 1
Chinese New Year -

12/02/22

Spring 2
Holi - 29/03/22

Easter - 8/04/22

Summer 1
Queen’s Birthday -

21/04/22
Eid-al-Fitr - 2/05/22

Summer 2

Eid -Ul- Adaah
-9.7.22

Theme What have we learnt
from the Greeks?

Welcome to the USA Where and when did
the Early Islamic

Civilisation begin?

What natural
resources and trade

links do we have in the
UK?

Sporting Events- The
Grand Tour!

Why was mining an

important industry?

Key Questions
How do we know so
much about the Ancient
Greeks?

What was life like in the
Greek city states?

Where can we see the
influence of the Ancient
Greeks today?

What’s so special
about the USA?

How is the USA similar
to the UK?

How is the USA
different from the UK?

Which American
people have

influenced the way we
live today?

How are sporting
events different in

different countries?

What impact do
sporting events have
on cities/countries?

How have sporting
events changed over

time?

Why was mining an
important industry?

What was life like in
the mills and factories?

How was industry
different around the
UK?

Hook Now Press Play Line Dance - in the hall
American food tasting

Planning a mini
olympics

Scientist visit



T4W Text The Man who walked
between the two

towers

The Lost Thing

Novels

Visits/Experiences
/ Now Press Play

NPP: Ancient Greece
Virtual acropolis tour

American food tasting Carnegie
Team GB -  Junior

Athlete visit

Scientist visit
Thackwray medical

museum

Maths

Place Value

Addition and
Subtraction

Statistics

Multiplication and
Division

Measurement – area
and perimeter

Geometry – position
and direction

Place Value
Addition and
Subtraction

Multiplication and
Division

Measurement –
Volume

Fractions

Decimals

4 operations

Place Value

Addition and
Subtraction

Multiplication and
Division

Decimals and
Percentages

Fractions

Geometry – properties
of shape

Decimals and
Percentages

4 operations



Fo
un
da
tio
n

Su
bje
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Science

Earth and Space
Describe the movement of the Earth and other
planets relative to the sun in the solar system.

Describe the movement of the moon relative to
the Earth

Describe the sun, Earth and moon as
approximately spherical bodies.

Use the idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain
day and night and the apparent movement of

the sun across the sky.

Properties and change
in materials

Compare and group
together everyday

materials on the basis
of their properties.

Know that some
materials will dissolve

in liquid to form a
solution, and describe

how to recover a
substance from a

solution.

Use knowledge of
solids, liquids and gases
to decide how mixtures

might be separated,
including through

filtering, sieving and
evaporating

Give reasons, based on
evidence from

comparative and fair
tests, for the particular

uses of everyday
materials, including
metals, wood and

plastic

Demonstrate that
dissolving, mixing and
changes of state are
reversible changes.

Forces
Explain that

unsupported objects
fall towards the Earth

because of the force of
gravity acting between

the Earth and the
falling object

Identify the effects of
air resistance, water

resistance and friction,
that act between
moving surface

Recognise that some
mechanisms including

levers, pulleys and
gears allow a smaller

force to have a greater
effect

Animals including
humans

Describe the changes
as humans develop to

old age.

All living things and
their habitats

Describe the
differences in the life

cycles of a mammal, an
amphibian, an insect

and a bird.

Describe the life
process of

reproduction in some
plants and animals



Explain that some
changes result in the

formation of new
materials, and that this

kind of change is not
usually reversible.

History Significant person -
Alexander the Great

What have we learnt
from the Ancient
Greeks?

A study of Greek life and
achievements and their
influence on the western
world

1. How do we know so
much about the Ancient
Greeks?

What was life like in the
Greek city states?
-Athens and Sparta
(focus)
-Society, government
(Oligarchy- 2 Kings),
Athena- Worlds first
democracy, Only men
could vote, military-
Athens Navy and trade.
-Religion and culture
(Olympics)
-War Persia
-Peloponnesian War
(Sparta vs Athens)

Significant Event- Early
Islamic Civilisation

World connected/
economic connection.
-Viking- Trade contact
-Offa coin- Arabic writing-
Mercian King

1.Where and when did
the EIC begin?
3 Caliphates (look at
maps)
-Rashidun (ruled by
Caliph)
-Umayyad
-Abbasid (focus)

Abbasid Caliphate
overthrew Umayyad-
Established Baghdad.

2. Why was Baghdad a
significant settlement?
-Building- circle
-Silk road- Trade goes
through (goods and
knowledge)
-Centre of learning-
House of Wisdom
*Caliph- saw the power of
knowledge.

Local Study-Yorkshire
Miners and the wider
Industrial Period

1.Why was mining an
important industry?
-Power engines
-Link to transport

2. What was life like in
the mills and factories?
-Link wool Year3
-Why would people work
there?

3. Specific mining
disaster/ accident
-Local
____________________
2022-2023

4.How was industry
different around the UK?
-Couple of examples



2. Where can we see the
influence of the Ancient
Greeks today?
-Reason philosophy-
Plato and Socrates
-Astronomy- Maths and
Science
-Architecture
-Alexander the Great

*Arabs translated a lot of
ancient texts- invited
scholars to Baghdad.
*Early Islamic
scholars-made massive
advances (pick best
ideas).

___________________
2022-2023
Baghdad comparison to

Saxon England.

Geograph
y Locate the world’s

countries, using maps

to focus on Europe

(including the location

of Russia) and North

America,

concentrating on their

environmental

regions, key physical

and human

characteristics,

countries, and major

cities

What natural
resources and trade

links do we have in the
UK ?

Link to human
Geography: human
geography, including:

types of settlement and
land use, economic

activity including trade
links, and the

distribution of natural
resources including

energy, food, minerals
and water

Locate the world’s
countries, using
maps... concentrating
on their environmental
regions, key physical
and human
characteristics,
countries, and major
cities

How do the Olympics

look different around

the world?

Understand

geographical

similarities and

differences through the

study of human and

physical geography of

a region of the United

Kingdom, a region in a

European country, and

a region within South

America.

First olympics in

Greece vs London 2012

Olympics, vs Rio (South

America) case studies.

Local Study - Tour de

Yorkshire.



What impact did it

have on our local area

D.T Cooking and nutrition

- Design, make and

evaluate an American

inspired dish (burgers)

Textiles - Design, make

and evaluate an item of

celebration clothing

(inspired by Tudor

fashion)

. Mechanisms - Pop-up

book (life cycles)

Art Keith Haring - Collage

Research the artist

Keith Haring. What

impact did he have on

the USA? Create own

version of Haring’s

artwork as a collage by

selecting and using

materials to achieve a

specific outcome.

 Mayan Pottery

Research Mayan

pottery. Explore

creating coil pots using

the clay, including

handles to make their

design functional.

Sketch different Mayan

pottery design patterns

and paint on pots

when dry using acrylic

paint.

Reuben Dangoor -
Painting

Research
contemporary artist

Reuban Dangoor.
Discuss the message

Dangoor wants to
convey about football

in 2021 through his
art. Children will

recreate their own
football inspired

artwork using graded
pencils and choose
appropriate paints.

Computin
g

Unit 5.2

Online Safety

Unit 5.1
Coding Unit 5.3

Spreadsheets
Unit 5.4 Databases

Unit 5.5

Game Creator

Unit 5.6

3D Modelling

Unit 5.7

Concept maps

Music Livin’ on a prayer

P.E Team building games Stiking an



PSHCE Me and my
relationships

Valuing difference Keeping myself safe Rights &
Responsibilities

Being my best Growing and changing

RE
Focus on a range of

religions

5.1- Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Sikhism
Why are some journeys and places special?

5.2-Christianity, Islam,
Judaism and

non-religious world
views

What values are shown
in codes for living?

5.3- Christianity
Should we forgive

others?

5.4- Christianity
What do Christians believe about the old and

new covenants?

Identify and explain features of some special

places and journeys

Suggest reasons why special places and

journeys inspire people

Investigate places of pilgrimage and reflect on

the challenges involved in the journey

Investigate and make

connections between

morals and values

found in religious

teachings and everyday

life.

Identify and explain

similarities and

differences between

Humanist, Muslim,

Jewish and Christian

values

Apply ideas about

values and how people

choose to live their

lives.

Discuss and give

examples of right and

wrong, love,

forgiveness, truth,

Identify and show
understanding of some
reasons why it is hard
to ‘make up’ or
apologise in a conflict.

Explain and apply their
own ideas about Jesus’
teaching about
forgiveness and
reconciliation.

Suggest reasons for the
importance of
forgiveness and
confession in Christian
communities.

Discuss and give
examples of how some
modern individuals
have faced the
challenge of
forgiveness.

Reflect on how Christianity is one of the
Abrahamic faiths along with Judaism and Islam,
considering, comparing and contrasting aspects
of these world faiths, especially in relation to
Abraham and Jesus.

Explore the narratives about Moses, the Ten
Commandments, the Kingdom (including David)
and Jesus, making connections between stories
and the idea of a covenant between God and the
people.

Reflect on and find meanings in different titles
used by and of Jesus, such as Son of Man,
incarnate, Servant, Rabbi, Messiah, Christ, ‘I am’
statements.



consequences and

honesty


